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y any measure, this simply must be considered the golden age of distilled spirits. Never
before has there been this much excitement about the culture overall. New product
introductions seem to appear weekly across all categories. Deluxe cocktail lounges are

opening and mainstream restaurants are expanding their artisanal offerings and signature
drinks menus. The humble bartender has been elevated to überhip mixologist, and the
variety of spirits, mixers, elixirs, liqueurs and garnishes available to make cocktails has
grown exponentially. And it isn’t all about cocktails. 
Spirits sipped neat—Cognacs and fine Scotches, certainly, but also artisan-crafted Tequilas, rums and more—will

never go out of style, even in this renaissance age. The list of our top 50 spirits of 2010, we hope, reflects this excitement
and diversity. In selecting these 50, we have chosen the elite brands in each of 13 categories. 

Because our spirits taster, Kara Newman, joined us midyear and has not had a chance to sample spirits in all of these categories, we have
fleshed out the list with spirits previously reviewed. Cheers!
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SUPERB (90–95)/
HIGHEST RECOMMENDATION

94 V i e u x  P o n t a r l i e r  A b s i n t h e
Française Superieure (Distillerie

Emile Pernot, France); 65% abv, $62.
Beneath the perky lime-green color and a clean,
bright licorice and mentholated lemon scent, this
absinthe has soul. Surprisingly deep and musky
star anise, Dutch licorice and sarsaparilla flavors
fade to a citrus finish. Lovely with sugar too. A
first-rate choice for an absinthe Frappe.

91 Pacifique Absinthe Verte Supérieure
(Pacific Distillery LLC, Woodinville,

WA, U.S.); 62% abv, $64. Yellow-green color
and a pronounced citrus/lime and vegetal fennel
aroma. Viscous, thick mouthfeel and strong alcohol
sting prior to louching. Initially, this absinthe has a
tart flavor, although ice water coaxes out more
herbal and grassy notes and the lingering finish is
smoothed with a touch of anise sweetness.

CLASSIC (96–100)/
HIGHEST RECOMMENDATION
Château de Laubade Extra Bas Armagnac
(France; Baron Francois Ltd., New York,
NY); 40% abv, $300. The nosing passes find
luxuriously mature aromas of old library leather,
dried yellow fruit, nougat, cocoa paste, oak,
honey, candied orange, and even some black pep-
per. Palate entry is full-weighted, sweet, concen-
trated, nutty, and buttery; midpalate highlights all
of the entry tastes and adds rancio, honey, earth,
and apricot nectar. Concludes sweet, tobacco-
like, mildly smoky, and marshmallow-like. Flat-
out delicious.

F

CLASSIC (96–100)/
HIGHEST RECOMMENDATION

98 Elijah Craig 18-Year-Old Kentucky
Straight Bourbon Whiskey (Heaven

Hill Distilleries, Louisville, KY, U.S.); 45%
abv, $41. Dark honey color, lushly aromatic, fra-
grance like a bouquet of wildflowers: honeysuckle
and clover. Viscous and luxurious on the tongue, it
offers bold flavors of dark toffee, lots of oak, and
finishes with bitter almond and a touch of raisin.
Mellow; hardly any bite when chilled, which
makes it highly sippable, almost like Cognac. 

97 Elmer T. Lee Single Barrel Ken-
tucky Straight Bourbon Whiskey

(Buffalo Trace Distillery, Frankfort, KY,
U.S.); 45% abv, $30. Complex and addictive.
Scents of cinnamon, hazelnuts and dried fruit pre-
cede big flavors: cinnamon spice, raisinated and
plummy, like Madeira or Sherry. Long finish, with
a bit of a bite. 

97 Pappy  Van  Wink le ’s  Fami ly
Reserve Kentucky Straight Bour-

bon Whiskey, 20 years old (Old Rip Van
Winkle Distillery, Frankfort, KY, U.S.);
45.2% abv, $80. Lovely. Dark, spicy-sweet,
deep vanilla aroma, and unlike many Bourbons, it
tastes just like it smells. Medium to heavy body,
with a mellow, lingering finish. Great sipper on a
blustery night. 

96 Wild Turkey Kentucky Spirit Bour-
bon (Austin, Nichols Distilling

Company, Lawrenceburg, KY, U.S.); 50.5%
abv; $45. Lively, complex and deeply aromatic,
with hits of Christmas spice, orange blossom and
vanilla. It’s spicy on the tongue, with lots of
woodsy vanilla and orange. Medium body, this
would rock a Bourbon-based Sazerac. 

SUPERB (90–95)/
HIGHEST RECOMMENDATION

94 Maker’s 46 Kentucky Bourbon
Whiskey (Maker’s Mark Distillery,

Loretto, KY, U.S.) 47% abv, $35. The nose
finds supersweet deep caramel candy and almond
extract, but don’t be fooled. On the tongue, it’s
punch-in-the-nose dry and biting. Best served on
ice, which takes down the burn and lets the pro-

nounced woody flavors come through: lots of oak,
strong tea and cigar tobacco. 

CLASSIC (96–100)/
HIGHEST RECOMMENDATION

96 Domaine Chateau de Fontpinot
Cognac XO (Cognac Frapin,

Cognac, France); 40% abv, $95. This is a
mellow, easy-sipping spirit with a copper penny
color and bright aromas of pears, honey and
Sherry, opening up later to a more pronounced
caramel scent. On the tongue, look for coffee,
hazelnuts, rancio and bittersweet cocoa, tapering
off to a pleasingly smooth, elegant caramel note. 

SUPERB (90–95)/
HIGHEST RECOMMENDATION

94 Camus VSOP Elegance (Camus
Cognac; Cognac, France); 40% abv,

$42. This smooth Cognac offers an array of rich,
downright luxe aromas: caramel apples, floral
honey, Sauternes, dried fruit. The flavors start
with a flash of sweetness and alcohol bite, fading
into a long, pretty finish of apple and maple sugar
candy. Medium body, pleasantly tongue-coating
feel. Try pairing with dark chocolate.

94 Pierre Ferrand Selection des Anges
(Cognac Ferrand, Cognac, France);

40% abv, $145. Something about this well-
balanced liquid entrances, leading from sip to sip.
Maybe it’s the amber color, flecked with pretty
orange and yellow highlights. Perhaps it’s the com-
plex aromas, which showcase sweet high notes
reminiscent of dried fruit, toffee and Sauternes, or
the warm, fruity flavor with a touch of almond
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extract. Whatever it is, pour a snifter and curl up
by the fireplace. 

93 Courvoisier Connoisseur Collec-
tion—12 years aged (Courvoisier,

Jarnac, Cognac, France); 40% abv, $50.
Maple-y amber color and ripe fruit and vanilla
scents with honeysuckle notes. This is a well-
balanced spirit with a sweet flavor and just enough
alcohol to be bracing. Look for a lingering and
luscious caramel finish with cinnamon and ginger
spices, and a viscous feel. Try a glass with pastry or
cake. 

93 Landy Cognac XO No. 1 (Cognac
Ferrand, Cognac, France); 40% abv,

$119. One of the most highly aromatic Cognacs,
with deep and rich notes of toffee, hazelnut,
raisins and apricots. The flavors are equally deep
and rich, with lots of caramel, cigar, leather, rancio
and a wisp of smoke, finishing relatively dry and
mellow.

CLASSIC (96–100)/
HIGHEST RECOMMENDATION

Old Raj Gin (United Kingdom; Preiss
Imports, Ramona, CA); 46% abv, $50. This
is the lower-proof version of the classic Old Raj.
Lovely, complex gin bouquet offers aromas of
coriander, juniper, anise, orris root, ground pep-
per, lemon peel, lead pencil, earth and tree bark.
Palate entry is creamy, fruity, spicy and minty;
midpalate offers layers of botanical complexity
over the core juniper taste. Finishes with a won-
derful rush of mint and baking spice. Fabulous. 

SUPERB (90–95)/
HIGHEST RECOMMENDATION

Beefeater London Dry Gin (England;
Pernod Ricard USA, Purchase, NY); 47%
abv, $19. A textbook London Dry Gin bouquet;
floral, earthy, spicy and crisp with dry notes of
orange peel and black pepper all underpinned by
the presence of juniper berry. The palate entry is
sharp, crisp, dry and botanically balanced; at mid-
palate a burst of citrus juiciness counters the
earthiness of the juniper and angelica root. Fin-
ishes with a wonderful rush of juniper. Best Buy.

Citadelle Gin Reserve (France; WJ Deutsch,
White Plains, NY); 44% abv, $35. An oak-
matured gin aged in Cognac barrels for six
months. The nosing passes find intensely herbal
and cedar needle notes with more subtle aromas
of citrus, orange peel and stone arriving after aer-
ation time. Palate entry is the first time the oak
influence appears as sweet tastes of vanilla and
butter dominate; midpalate similarly features
more of the wood than the botanicals. Finishes as
much a brandy as a gin. 

Whitley Neill London Dry Gin (England;
Velocity International, LLC, Houston, TX);
42% abv, $29. Opening smell reminds me of
new leather luggage and toasted bread; aeration
brings about more fruit and spice and juniper.
Palate entry is medium-bodied, silky and buttery,
but clearly junipery, citrusy and fresh; midpalate is
more juniper-driven than the entry yet displays
other botanicals, including orris and angelica. 
Best Buy.

CLASSIC (96–100)/
HIGHEST RECOMMENDATION

Aqua Perfecta Kirsch Eau-de-Vie Cherry
Brandy (USA; St. George Spirits, Oakland,
CA); 40% abv, $40/375 ml. The sublime 
bouquet offers authentic, ripe scents of red
cherry; aeration stimulates deeper red cherry fruit
and juice smells. Palate entry is delicate, 
elegant, intensely fruit stone-like and astringent;
midpalate features the flowery taste of unaged 
distillate that complements the cherry fruit tastes.
Finishes grandly and firmly, with a welcome touch
of oiliness. Wow. 

Joseph Cartron Pomegranate Grenade
Liqueur (France; A. Hardy USA, Rosemont,
IL); 18% abv, $26. Piquant aromas of black
pepper, marmalade and crushed pomegranate
buds greet the olfactory sense. Palate entry is
juicy, tart, yet lusciously ripe and berry sweet; the
fruit, texture, sweetness and crisp acidity are per-
fectly balanced at midpalate. Finish is concen-
trated and scrumptious. Best Buy.

St. Germain Liqueur Artisanale (France; Mai-
son 6ème Arr., Philadelphia, PA); 20% abv,
$33. The seductive bouquet offers wonderfully
floral, fruity, guava- and melon-like fragrances of
elderflower, becoming richly pear- and quince-like
following aeration time. The palate entry is soft
and firm; the midpalate is integrated, harmonious
and exquisitely balanced between alcohol level,
sweetness, acidity and floral impact. A perfect
liqueur. Best Buy.

SUPERB (90–95)/
HIGHEST RECOMMENDATION

94 Chichicapa Cask (Del Maguey, Ltd.
Co., Oaxaca, Mexico); 47.8% abv,

$NA. If “sipping mezcal” doesn’t exist, the cate-
gory may have to be created for this limited-edi-
tion mezcal (only 14 three-bottle sets were
produced). This “single village” mezcal is aged for
14 years in glass bottles and then is finished in a
Stags Leap Cabernet barrel for 43 days. The result
is a light nut-brown color and offers beautiful aro-
mas of raisin, vanilla and dark chocolate, with a
mellow pepper note in the background. Sweet
agave nectar and honey flavors finish with a muted
peppery sting. 

90 Sombra (Sombra, Oaxaca, Mex-
ico);  45% abv, $45. Aromas of

jalapeno, green bell pepper and a sun-warmed
savory-sweetness that hints at ripe tomatoes. A
slightly sweet flavor quickly gives way to a pleasant
hot pepper singe and just enough alcohol for bal-
ance. Silky feel on the tongue, medium body. Out-
standing for a Bloody Mary.

MEZCAL

LIQUEURS
GIN
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CLASSIC (96–100)/
HIGHEST RECOMMENDATION

English Harbour 25 Year Old Reserve Rum
1981 Vintage (Antigua; Preiss Imports,
Ramona, CA); 40% abv, $395. This classic
rum offers vivid scents of vanilla cake frosting,
brown sugar, honey and fresh orange blossom.
Palate entry is fruity sweet and ripe. Midpalate 
features harmonious and multilayered tastes of
candied plums, Raisinettes, candied yellow fruit,
ripe peach and honey.

Renegade Rum Company Panama Rum
1997 (Panama; Renegade Rum Company,
Bedford, NH); 46% abv, $68. A beguiling rum
bouquet offering pleasing biscuity smells and a
natural juiciness. Palate entry finds succulent 
flavors of marshmallow, cotton candy and light
caramel; midpalate is alive with chocolate-covered
raisins, treacle, marzipan and candied almonds.
Concludes smooth, rich, integrated and more bit-
tersweet than all-out sweet. Luscious, world-class. 

SUPERB (90–95)/
HIGHEST RECOMMENDATION

Brugal Ron Extra Viejo Gran Reserva
Familiar Dominican Rum (Dominican
Republic; Shaw-Ross International
Importers, Miami, FL); 40% abv, $25. The
bouquet features aromas of oak barrel, toasted
cereal, dried fruit and toasted nuts. Entry is spicy
and buttered-toasty; midpalate turns more hon-
eyed with background tastes of egg yolk. Ends
caramel sweet and toasted marshmallow-like. 

Mount Gay Rum Eclipse Silver (Barbados;
Remy Cointreau USA, New York, NY); 40%
abv, $16. Initial aroma is caney, grassy and fruity.
Palate entry is crisp, moderately sweet and prop-
erly bittersweet in bearing; midpalate displays
excellent balance, sweetness level, medium-
bodied texture, and even some background 
cinnamon spiciness. Finishes long, crisp, nicely
sweet and caney, and delicious. Best Buy.

CLASSIC (96–100)/
HIGHEST RECOMMENDATION

96 WhistlePig Straight Rye Whiskey
(WhistlePig Farm Distillery, Shore-

ham, VT, U.S.); 50% abv, $70. Only for those
who like their rye big and brawny. It starts off
innocuously with a pretty, complex and subtle
scent: honey, vanilla, a sight medicinal tinge and
faint clover notes. It feels silky on the tongue and
at first, the flavors reflect caramel, burnt orange
and a whisper of smoke, but then a mouth-
warming wave of tannic bite sweeps over all and
lingers for a good long time. Straight up or on the
rocks. 

SUPERB (90–95)/
HIGHEST RECOMMENDATION

96 Rendezvous Rye (High West Dis-
tillery, Salt Lake City, UT, U.S.) 46%

abv, $50. Strong but intriguing. Has rich aromas
of burnt orange and caramel. The flavor also
reflected burnt orange and caramel, plus a spicy
tinge reminiscent of cassia bark or Red-Hot can-
dies. The finish lingers, pleasant, inviting and
warm. Might be good for Manhattans—a touch
of fruit or sweetness would go well.

94 Russell’s Reserve 6 Year Old Rye
Whiskey (Austin, Nichols Distilling

Company, Lawrenceburg, KY, U.S.) 45%
abv, $25. Silky, smooth and syrupy, with a light-
ness that would lend itself to a Sazerac. Light
tawny golden color, scent of vanilla, oranges and,
faintly, peaches. Caramel flavors wind up into a
pleasantly warm and smooth finish. 

94 Rittenhouse Straight Rye Whiskey
(Heaven Hill Distilleries, Bardstown,

KY, U.S.) 40% abv, $17). Complex and dry,
with a shifting array of aromas and flavors. At first,
this rye smelled spicy and orange-y, but later
opened up to a strong caramel fragrance. In addi-
tion to heavy wood in the flavor, caramel, dark tea,
and tobacco also can be detected. Light, smooth
finish is velvety on the tongue. Light to medium
body, with the right amount of bite. With some
dilution from ice, it opens up, and becomes even
more light and crisp. Seems like a good rye for
Sazeracs and other cocktails.

93 Michter’s US*1 Single Barrel Rye
(Michter’s American Whiskey Co.,

Bardstown, KY, U.S.) 42.4% abv, $42.
Crazy-sweet aroma, full of caramel, vanilla and a
slight floral touch. The bite comes first (and
lingers awhile), followed by vanilla, caramel,
coconut flavors. It mellows considerably with ice,
and becomes quite likeable, drinkable and mild.

CLASSIC (96–100)/
HIGHEST RECOMMENDATION

Aberlour a’bunadh Speyside Single Malt
Whisky Batch No. 21 (Scotland; Pernod
Ricard USA, Purchase, NY); 59.5% abv, $65.
Intriguing and challenging bouquet of aromas of
roasted nuts, old leather, black pepper, old oak
and dried fruit. Palate entry is aggressive in spirit,
but sweet and pruny; midpalate is drier and 
features tastes of leather and grain. Aftertaste
teems with oak resin, hard cheese (meaning, ran-
cio), candied nuts, candied fruit and dark honey.
Add mineral water. Best Buy.

Balvenie Sherry Oak 17 Year Old Speyside
Single Malt Whisky (Scotland; William
Grant & Sons, New York, NY); 43% abv,
$120. Deep scents of charred oak, caramelized
onion, bacon fat, dark honey, oloroso Sherry,
dates, prunes and dark caramel. Palate entry is
intensely sweet and honey-like; midpalate features
toasted tastes of chocolate-covered walnuts, coffee
beans and chocolate fudge. Concludes fat, chewy
and buttery. Terrific as a digestif. 

Longrow 7 Year Old Gaja Barolo Campbel-
town Single Malt Whisky (Scotland; Preiss
Imports, Ramona, CA); 55.8% abv, $124.
Vibrant, wine-like and punchy aromas settle down
following aeration and mesmerizing aromas of
new spirit, rose petals, biscuit batter and 
margarine appear. Palate entry is wonderfully
assertive with flavors of peach, red grapes and
slightly over-ripe red plums; midpalate is succu-
lent, fruity and honey-sweet. Concludes ripe and
sweet with a dash of oak and vigorous alcohol. 

The Glenlivet Archive 21 Year Old Spey-
side Single Malt Whisky (Scotland; Pernod
Ricard USA, Purchase, NY); 43% abv, $120.

SCOTCH

RYERUM

Click on images for more information from the producers
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Opening bouquet offers sedate fragrances of dried
flowers and malted barley; aeration stimulates
marginally bigger aromas of dried yellow fruit
(baked banana), toasty oak barrel and still-
vigorous spirit. Palate entry is succulent, honeyed
and luscious; midpalate tastes of dates, figs,
S’mores, cocoa butter, nougat and dark fudge.
Finishes oily, buttery, honey-sweet and focused. 

CLASSIC (96–100)/
HIGHEST RECOMMENDATION

Gran Patron Burdeos Añejo 100% de
Agave Tequila (Mexico; The Patron Spirits
Co., Las Vegas, NV); 40% abv, $500.
Delightful aromas of dill, asparagus, baked bread
and black peppercorn; following aeration subtle
notes of vanilla, just-sawn oak, loose leaf tobacco
and fennel are added. Entry is poised, sap-like and
delicately honeyed; midpalate is regal, satiny 
textured, rich in grapy yet vegetal and spicy flavor.
Concludes long, layered and succulent. 

Herradura Añejo 100% de Agave Tequila
Natural (Mexico; Brown-Forman Beverage
International, Louisville, KY); 40% abv,
$65. The bouquet features wonderful aromas of
caramel, cream, pastry dough and nutmeg with a
background hint of honeyed peanuts. Entry is
spicy and full-bodied; the midpalate displays a
trace of vanillin that supports the more vibrant
flavors of brine, salt, green vegetable and green
pepper. Finishes clean, a touch smoky and deli-
cately spiced. A classic añejo Tequila. Delicious. 

Los Arango Reposado 100% Agave
Tequila (Mexico; Royal Wine Corp., 

Bayonne, NJ); 40% abv, $60. Displays 
pleasant green vegetable (asparagus, kale) aromas
right upfront along with a background agave brini-
ness; further air contact stimulates a creaminess
that’s oily and sinewy. Palate entry is long, satiny,
with vibrant tastes of chili pepper, salt and
steamed asparagus; midpalate is full-weighted,
juicy, sweet, toffee-like and oily. 

SUPERB (90–95)/
HIGHEST RECOMMENDATION

Jose Cuervo Tradicional Reposado 100%
Agave Tequila (Mexico; Heublein, Nor-
walk, CT); 40% abv, $30. Inhalations
encounter notes of green olive, brine and sea salt,
then a distinct spiciness emerges, mostly black
peppercorn, as well as a none-too-subtle thrust of
dill pickle. Palate entry offers low-grade agave
juice sweetness and pepperiness; midpalate 
features jalapeño pepper, green pepper, dill, and a
touch of vanilla. Best Buy. 

Leguas 7 Reposado 100% Agave Tequila
(Mexico; Gemini Wine & Spirits, New
Orleans, LA); 40% abv, $46. Nosings find
soft, elegant aromas of gentle cinnamon and
vanilla, agave juice, green vegetable and black
peppercorn; these are replaced following aeration
by delicate traces of spice and oak. Entry is 
buttery, almost light toffee sweet, yet correctly
acidic; midpalate is lightly peppery, with hints of
vanilla and nutmeg. Finish is wonderfully
restrained and elegant. Best Buy.

Reserva del Maestro Dobel Diamond
Reposado 100% Puro de Agave Tequila
(Mexico; Proximo Spirits, New York, NY);
40% abv, $80. A blend of reposado, añejo and
extra añejo Tequilas. Opening aroma is very ripe,
oily and peppery; further aeration stimulates

keenly acidic agave notes which allow an inher-
ent saltiness to come through. Entry is off-dry and
minerally (lead, slate); midpalate goes sweeter,
more biscuity and vanilla-like than the drier entry.
Finishes clean, smooth, creamy and savory. 

CLASSIC (96–100)/
HIGHEST RECOMMENDATION

98 Absolut Citron (Absolut Spirits,
Ahus, Sweden); 40% abv, $24/1000

ml. Features a bright, pleasantly familiar orange-
lemon lollipop scent and fresh, clean and brisk 
flavors, with most of the lemon in the finish. Bal-
anced, with the right amount of alcohol bite. A
sure classic for vodka tonics. 

97 Hangar One Mandarin Blossom
(Hangar One Distillers, Alameda,

CA, U.S.); 40% abv, $35. Deep, sweet orange
and honeyed-floral fragrance. The flavors are
clean and brisk, followed by a strong bite and
honey and tangerine notes. It finishes sweet, with
faint floral and vanilla notes coaxed out over ice. 

SUPERB (90–95)/
HIGHEST RECOMMENDATION

92 Finlandia Grapefruit Fusion (Altia
Corp., Helskinki, Finland); 37.5%

abv, $19. Opens with a fruity, slightly overripe
aroma, very close to true grapefruit. The flavors of
pomelo and lychee are more dry than sweet, 
finishing with a touch of anise and moderate bite. 

92 Van Gogh Oranje (Van Gogh
Vodka, Dirkzwager Distilleries,

Schiedam, Holland); 40% abv, $27. The
sweet, slightly orange-soda ersatz scent accurately
reflects intensely orange taste. Because it finishes
smooth, with rounded orange and tangerine notes
and a Cognac-like, warming touch of honey, it’s
addictively sippable. 

92 Belvedere Orange (Polmos Zyrar-
dow, Poland); 40% abv, $40. Pleas-

antly aromatic, with punchy orange blossom and
lime candy notes. An initially neutral flavor gives
way to a touch of sweetness. It finishes smooth,
with a lingering hint of orange.

VODKA (Citrus)

TEQUILA

Click on images for more information from the producers
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SUPERB (90–95)
HIGHEST RECOMMENDATION
Cape North Vodka (France; MHW Ltd.,
Manhasset, NY); 40% abv, $39. First whiffs
detect warm, toasty notes of baked bread and
even a dash of spice. Later sniffs fina aromatic
traces of nutmeat, kernels and charcoal. Remark-
ably smooth and seamless at palate entry; mid-
palate is creamy, beany dry, bread-like and
extended. Finishes with a dose of bittersweet
graininess. Stylish, world-class.  

Double Cross Luxury Vodka (Slovak
Republic; Old Nassau Imports, LLC, Prince-
ton, NJ); 40% abv, $50. Upfront, the nose is
grainy, dry and delicate. Palate entry is peppery
and sweeter than I thought it would be, but not
cloying; midpalate displays vibrant, spicy 
fragrances of snack crackers laced withpepper,
black peppercorn, lemon zest and mustard seed;
the texture is creamy and full. Concludes on a
silky, citrusy note. Substantial and well made. 

Grand Traverse True North Vodka (USA
Grand Traverse Distillery, Traverse City,
MI); 40% abv, $30. Very nice bouquet consist-
ing of pleasant aromas of bread dough, black 
pepper, new leather and toasted grain. The grainy
toastiness and spiciness continue at palate entry;
midpalate shows a touch of spirity heat in line with
the inherent peppery quality. Finishes with tastes
of fudge, egg cream, toasted wheat and toasted
rye bread. 

Purus 100% Organic Wheat Vodka (Italy;
Purus, St. Louis, MO); 40% abv, $36. No
aromas other than traces of wet stone. Palate entry
is surprisingly (after the undemonstrative bouquet)
sweet, mellow and buttery in texture; midpalate
continues the mild breakfast cereal sweetness in
style and elegance; the firm, oily texture is a real
bonus. Concludes delicately sweet, buttery and
with loads of layered character.

VODKA (Unflavored)

Click on images for more information from the producers


